BHUTAN IS A MONARCHY WITHOUT A CONSTITUTION OR A BILL OF RIGHTS. THE WANGCHUK DYNASTY OF HEREDITARY MONARCHS HAS RULED THE COUNTRY SINCE 1907. KING JIGME SINGHYE WANGCHUK, ON THE THRONE SINCE 1972, HAS CONTINUED EFFORTS TOWARD SOCIAL AND POLITICAL MODERNIZATION BEGUN BY HIS FATHER. IN RECENT YEARS, THERE HAS BEEN RAPID PROGRESS IN EDUCATION, HEALTH, SANITATION, AND COMMUNICATIONS, AND AN INCREASE IN ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR ROLE IN DECISION MAKING. THE JUDICIARY IS NOT INDEPENDENT OF THE KING.

THREE QUARTERS OF THE POPULATION OF 600,000 IS COMPOSED OF BUDDHISTS WITH CULTURAL TRADITIONS AKIN TO THOSE OF TIBET. THE REMAINING QUARTER OF THE POPULATION ARE MOSTLY HINDUS OF NEPALESE ORIGIN INHABITING THE COUNTRY'S SOUTHERN DISTRICT. THE RAPID GROWTH OF THIS ETHNIC NEPALESE SEGMENT OF THE POPULATION LED THE BUDDHIST MAJORITY TO FEAR FOR THE SURVIVAL OF THEIR CULTURE. GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO TIGHTEN CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS AND CONTROL ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION RESULTED IN POLITICAL PROTESTS AND LED TO ETHNIC CONFLICT AND REPRESSION OF ETHNIC NEPALESE IN SOUTHERN DISTRICTS DURING THE LATE 1980'S AND EARLY 1990'S. TENS OF THOUSANDS OF ETHNIC NEPALESE LEFT BHUTAN IN 1991-92, MANY FORCIBLY EXPELLED. APPROXIMATELY 91,000 ETHNIC NEPALESE REMAIN IN REFUGEE CAMPS IN NEPAL AND UPWARDS OF 15,000 RESIDE OUTSIDE THE CAMPS IN THE INDIAN STATES OF ASSAM AND WEST BENGAL.

THE ROYAL BHUTAN POLICE, ASSISTED BY THE ROYAL BHUTAN ARMY, INCLUDING THOSE ASSIGNED TO THE ROYAL BODY GUARD, AND A NATIONAL MILITIA, MAINTAIN INTERNAL SECURITY. SOME MEMBERS OF THESE FORCES COMMITTED HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES AGAINST ETHNIC NEPALESE.

THE ECONOMY IS BASED ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, WHICH PROVIDE THE MAIN LIVELIHOOD FOR 90 PERCENT OF THE POPULATION AND ACCOUNT FOR ABOUT HALF OF THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT. AGRICULTURE CONSISTS LARGELY OF SUBSISTENCE FARMING AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. CARDAMON, CITRUS FRUIT, AND SPICES ARE
THE LEADING AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS. CEMENT AND ELECTRICITY ARE THE OTHER IMPORTANT EXPORTS. STRONG TRADE AND MONETARY LINKS ALIGN THE ECONOMY CLOSELY TO THAT OF INDIA. HYDROELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION POTENTIAL AND TOURISM ARE KEY RESOURCES, ALTHOUGH THE GOVERNMENT LIMITS FOREIGN TOURIST ARRIVALS BY MEANS OF PRICING POLICIES. THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA IS ESTIMATED TO BE $470. BHUTAN REMAINS ONE OF THE POOREST AND LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD.

THE GOVERNMENT SIGNIFICANTLY RESTRICTS THE RIGHTS OF THE KINGDOM'S CITIZENS. THE KING EXERCISES STRONG AND ACTIVE, ALTHOUGH INDIRECT, INFLUENCE OVER THE GOVERNMENT. CITIZENS DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT. THE GOVERNMENT DISCOURAGES POLITICAL PARTIES, AND NONE OPERATES LEGALLY. JUDGES SERVE AT THE KING'S PLEASURE. THERE ARE WRITTEN CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PROCEDURE CODES; JUDICIAL PROCESSES ARE BASED ON TRADITIONAL PRACTICES. PROGRAMS TO BUILD A BODY OF WRITTEN LAW AND TRAIN LAWYERS ARE PROGRESSING. THE GOVERNMENT RESTRICTS FREEDOM OF SPEECH, THE PRESS, ASSEMBLY ASSOCIATION, AND WORKER RIGHTS. THERE ARE SIGNIFICANT LIMITATIONS ON THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL, FREEDOM OF RELIGION, AND CITIZENS' PRIVACY. PRIVATE TELEVISION RECEPTION HAS BEEN BANNED SINCE 1989. THE GOVERNMENT HAS FAILED TO REACH AGREEMENT WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF NEPAL ON PROCEDURES FOR SCREENING AND REPATRIATION OF ETHNIC NEPALESE IN REFUGEE CAMPS. THE GOVERNMENT CLAIMS THAT IT HAS PROSECUTED GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL FOR UNSPECIFIED ABUSES COMMITTED IN THE EARLY 1990'S; HOWEVER, PUBLIC INDICATIONS ARE THAT IT HAS DONE LITTLE TO INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE SECURITY FORCE OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR TORTURE AND OTHER ABUSES COMMITTED AGAINST ETHNIC NEPALESE RESIDENTS.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

SECTION 1. RESPECT FOR THE INTEGRITY OF THE PERSON, INCLUDING FREEDOM FROM:

A. POLITICAL AND OTHER EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLING

THERE WERE NO REPORTS OF POLITICAL OR OTHER EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS.

B. DISAPPEARANCE
THERE WERE NO REPORTS OF POLITICALLY MOTIVATED DISAPPEARANCES.

C. TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN, OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT

ACCORDING TO THE CENTER FOR THE TREATMENT OF VICTIMS OF TORTURE, NUMEROUS ETHNIC NEPALESE REFUGEES ATTEMPTING TO RETURN TO BHUTAN WERE CAPTURED BY SECURITY FORCES, TORTURED, AND SENT BACK ACROSS THE BORDER.


PRISON CONDITIONS ARE REPORTEDLY ADEQUATE IF AUSTERE. A PRISON VISIT PROGRAM BEGUN IN 1993 BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS (ICRC) AND OPENING OF A NEW PRISON IN CHEMGANG IN 1994 CONTRIBUTED TO SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN CONDITIONS OF DETENTION OVER THE PRIMITIVE CONDITIONS THAT EXISTED UNTIL A FEW YEARS AGO.

D. ARBITRARY ARREST, DETENTION, OR EXILE

UNDER THE POLICE ACT OF 1979, POLICE MAY NOT ARREST A PERSON WITHOUT A WARRANT AND MUST PRODUCE AN ARRESTED PERSON BEFORE A COURT WITHIN 24 HOURS OF ARREST, EXCLUSIVE OF TRAVEL TIME FROM PLACE OF ARREST. LEGAL PROTECTIONS ARE INCOMPLETE, HOWEVER, DUE TO THE LACK OF A FULLY ELABORATED CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE AND DEFICIENCIES IN POLICE TRAINING AND PRACTICE. ARBITRARY ARREST AND DETENTION REMAIN A PROBLEM BUT ARE NOT ROUTINELY USED AS A FORM OF HARASSMENT. THERE

ALTHOUGH THE GOVERNMENT DOES NOT FORMALLY USE EXILE AS A FORM OF PUNISHMENT, MANY ACCUSED POLITICAL DISSIDENTS FREED UNDER GOVERNMENT AMNESTIES SAY THAT THEY WERE RELEASED ON THE CONDITION THAT THEY DEPART THE COUNTRY. MANY OF THEM SUBSEQUENTLY REGISTERED AT REFUGEE CAMPS IN NEPAL.

E. DENIAL OF FAIR PUBLIC TRIAL

THERE IS NO WRITTEN CONSTITUTION, AND THE JUDICIARY IS NOT INDEPENDENT OF THE KING.

THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM CONSISTS OF DISTRICT COURTS AND A HIGH COURT IN THIMPHU. JUDGES ARE APPOINTED BY THE KING ON THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE AND MAY BE REMOVED BY HIM. MINOR OFFENSES AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS ARE ADJUDICATED BY VILLAGE HEADMEN.

CRIMINAL CASES AND A VARIETY OF CIVIL MATTERS ARE ADJUDICATED UNDER A LEGAL CODE ESTABLISHED IN THE 17TH CENTURY AND REVISED IN 1965. FOR OFFENSES AGAINST THE STATE, STATE-APPOINTED PROSECUTORS FILE CHARGES AND PROSECUTE CASES. IN OTHER CASES, THE RELEVANT ORGANIZATION AND DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT FILE CHARGES AND CONDUCT THE PROSECUTION. DEFENDANTS ARE SUPPOSED TO BE PRESENTED WITH WRITTEN CHARGES IN LANGUAGES THAT THEY UNDERSTAND AND GIVEN TIME TO PREPARE THEIR OWN DEFENSE. THIS PRACTICE IS NOT ALWAYS FOLLOWED, HOWEVER, ACCORDING TO SOME POLITICAL DISSIDENTS. IN CASES WHERE DEFENDANTS CANNOT WRITE THEIR OWN DEFENSE, COURTS ASSIGN JUDICIAL OFFICERS TO ASSIST DEFENDANTS. A LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IS GRADUALLY BUILDING
A BODY OF PERSONS WHO HAVE RECEIVED FORMAL TRAINING IN THE LAW ABROAD.

DEFENDANTS HAVE THE RIGHT TO APPEAL TO THE HIGH COURT AND MAY MAKE A FINAL APPEAL TO THE KING, WHO TRADITIONALLY DELEGATES THE DECISION TO THE ROYAL ADVISORY COUNCIL. TRIALS ARE SUPPOSED TO BE CONDUCTED IN OPEN HEARINGS, HOWEVER, POLITICAL DISSIDENTS CLAIM THAT THIS IS NOT ALWAYS THE CASE IN PRACTICE.

QUESTIONS OF FAMILY LAW, SUCH AS MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND ADOPTION, ARE RESOLVED ACCORDING TO A CITIZEN'S RELIGION: BUDDHIST TRADITION FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE POPULATION AND HINDU TRADITION, WHICH PREDOMINATES IN AREAS INHABITED BY ETHNIC NEPALESE, FOR THE MINORITY.

SOME OR ALL OF THE 88 PRISONERS SERVING SENTENCES FOR OFFENSES RELATED TO POLITICAL DISSIDENCE OR VIOLENCE, PRIMARILY BY ETHNIC NEPALESE DURING 1991-92, MAY BE POLITICAL PRISONERS.

TEK-NATH RIZAL, AN ETHNIC NEPALESE AND INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED POLITICAL PRISONER, REMAINED IN PRISON FOLLOWING HIS 1993 CONVICTION UNDER THE NATIONAL SECURITY ACT FOR WRITING AND DISTRIBUTING POLITICAL PAMPHLETS AND ATTENDING POLITICAL MEETINGS. NEVERTHELESS, A UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION WORKING GROUP ON ARBITRARY DETENTION THAT VISITED BHUTAN IN 1994 AT THE GOVERNMENT'S INVITATION DETERMINED THAT RIZAL HAD RECEIVED A FAIR TRIAL AND DECLARED HIS DETENTION "NOT TO BE ARBITRARY."

F. ARBITRARY INTERFERENCE WITH PRIVACY, FAMILY, HOME, AND CORRESPONDENCE

THERE ARE NO LAWS PROVIDING FOR THESE RIGHTS. THE GOVERNMENT REQUIRES ALL CITIZENS, INCLUDING MINORITIES, TO WEAR THE TRADITIONAL DRESS OF THE DRUKPA MAJORITY WHEN VISITING BUDDHIST RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS, MONASTERIES, GOVERNMENT OFFICES, AND IN SCHOOLS AND WHEN ATTENDING OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS AND PUBLIC CEREMONIES. ACCORDING TO HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS, POLICE REGULARLY CONDUCT HOUSE TO HOUSE SEARCHES FOR SUSPECTED DISSIDENTS WITHOUT EXPLANATION OR LEGAL JUSTIFICATION.
SECTION 2 RESPECT FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES, INCLUDING:

A. FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS

THE GOVERNMENT restricts freedom of speech and the press.

The only regular publication is Kuensel, a weekly newspaper with a circulation of 10,000 published by an independent corporation that receives government subsidies. Kuensel, which publishes simultaneous editions in the English, Dzongkha, and Nepali languages, supports the government but does occasionally report criticism of the king and government policies in the National Assembly. Indian and other foreign newspapers are available.

The government bans all private television reception in the country. Since 1989 all television antennas and satellite receiving dishes have been ordered dismantled.

The government radio station broadcasts each day in the four major languages (Dzongkha, Nepali, English, and Sharchop).

English is the medium of instruction in schools and the national language, Dzongkha, is taught as second language. The teaching of Nepali as a second language was discontinued in 1990.

B. FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

The government restricts freedom of assembly and association. Citizens may engage in peaceful assembly and association only for purposes approved by the government. Although this government allows civic and business organizations, there are no legal political parties. The government regards parties organized by ethnic Nepalese exiles—The Bhutan People's Party (BPP), the Bhutan National Democratic Party (BNPD), and the Druk National Congress (DNC)—as "terrorist and anti-national organizations and has declared them illegal. These parties do not conduct activities inside the country. They seek the repatriation of refugees and democratic reform.

C. FREEDOM OF RELIGION
BUDDHISM IS THE STATE RELIGION. THE GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZES
MONASTERIES AND SHRINES AND PROVIDES AID TO ABOUT A THIRD
THE KINGDOM'S 12,000 MONKS. THE MONASTIC ESTABLISHMENT
ENJOYS STATUTORY REPRESENTATION IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY AND
ROYAL ADVISORY COUNCIL AND IS AN INFLUENTIAL VOICE ON PUBLIC
POLICY. CITIZENS OF OTHER FAITHS, MOSTLY HINDUS, ENJOY
FREEDOM OF WORSHIP BUT MAY NOT PROSELYTIZE. UNDER THE LAW
CONVERSIONS ARE ILLEGAL.

THE KING HAS DECLARED MAJOR HINDU FESTIVALS TO BE NATIONAL
HOLIDAYS, AND THE ROYAL FAMILY PARTICIPATES IN THEM.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES ARE NOT PERMITTED TO PROSELYTIZE, BUT
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN RELIEF ORGANIZATIONS AND JESUIT
PRIESTS ARE ACTIVE IN EDUCATION AND HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.

D. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WITHIN THE COUNTRY, FOREIGN
TRAVEL, EMIGRATION, AND REPATRIATION

CITIZENS TRAVELING IN BORDER REGIONS ARE REQUIRED TO SHOW
THEIR CITIZENSHIP IDENTITY CARDS AT IMMIGRATION CHECK
POINTS, WHICH IN SOME CASES ARE LOCATED AT A CONSIDERABLE
DISTANCE FROM WHAT IS IN EFFECT AN OPEN BORDER WITH INDIA.
BY TREATY, CITIZENS MAY RESIDE AND WORK IN INDIA.

SEE SECTION 5 REGARDING THE ETHNIC NEPALESE REFUGEE
SITUATION.

SECTION 3. RESPECT FOR POLITICAL RIGHTS: THE RIGHT OF
CITIZENS TO CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT

CITIZENS DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT.
BHUTAN IS A MONARCHY WITH SOVEREIGN POWER VESTED IN THE
KING. THERE ARE, HOWEVER, ELECTED OR PARTIALLY ELECTED
ASSEMBLIES AT THE LOCAL, DISTRICT, AND NATIONAL LEVELS, AND
THE GOVERNMENT PURPORTS TO ENCOURAGE DECENTRALIZATION AND
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION. SINCE 1969, THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
HAS HAD THE POWER TO REMOVE MINISTERS, WHO ARE APPOINTED BY
THE KING, BUT HAS NEVER DONE SO. POLITICAL AUTHORITY
RESIDES ULTIMATELY IN THE KING AND DECISION MAKING INVOLVES
ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF OFFICIALS; HOWEVER, MAJOR DECISIONS
ARE ROUTINELY MADE BY OFFICIALS SUBJECT TO QUESTIONING BY
THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.
POLITICAL PARTIES DO NOT LEGALLY EXIST, AND THEIR FORMATION IS DISCOURAGED BY THE GOVERNMENT AS UNNECESSARILY DIVISIVE. THE GOVERNMENT PROHIBITS PARTIES ESTABLISHED ABROAD BY ETHNIC NEPALESE (SEE SECTION 2.B.).

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ESTABLISHED IN 1953, HAS 150 MEMBERS. OF THESE, 105 ARE ELECTED BY THE PEOPLE, 10 ARE SELECTED BY THE BUDDHIST CLERGY, AND THE REMAINING 35 ARE APPOINTED BY THE KING TO REPRESENT THE GOVERNMENT. ELECTIONS TO THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ARE CONTESTED, WITH CANDIDATES FILING THEIR OWN NOMINATIONS. THE ASSEMBLY ENACTS LAWS, APPROVES SENIOR GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENTS, AND ADVISES THE KING ON MATTERS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE. VOTING IS BY SECRET BALLOT WITH A SIMPLE MAJORITY NEEDED TO PASS A MEASURE. THE KING MAY NOT FORMALLY VETO LEGISLATION, BUT MAY RETURN BILLS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION. THE ASSEMBLY OCCASIONALLY REJECTS THE KING'S RECOMMENDATIONS OR DELAYS IMPLEMENTING THEM, BUT IN GENERAL, THE KING HAS ENOUGH INFLUENCE TO PERSUADE THE ASSEMBLY TO APPROVE LEGISLATION THAT HE CONSIDERS ESSENTIAL OR TO WITHDRAW PROPOSALS HE OPPOSES. THE ASSEMBLY MAY QUESTION GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND FORCE THEM TO RESIGN BY A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF NO CONFIDENCE.

WOMEN ARE UNDER REPRESENTED IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, ALTHOUGH THEY HAVE MADE SMALL BUT VISIBLE GAINS. THREE WOMEN HOLD SEATS IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.

ALL MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS, INCLUDING ETHNIC NEPALESE, ARE REPRESENTED IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY. THERE ARE 17 "SOUTHERN BHUTANESE" IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.

SECTION 4. GOVERNMENTAL ATTITUDE REGARDING INTERNATIONAL AND NONGOVERNMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS

THERE ARE NO LEGAL HUMAN RIGHTS NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGO'S) IN BHUTAN. THE GOVERNMENT REGARDS HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS ESTABLISHED BY ETHNIC NEPALESE EXILES--THE HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION OF BHUTAN, THE PEOPLE'S FORUM FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN BHUTAN, AND THE ASSOCIATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS - BHUTAN--AS POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS AND DOES NOT PERMIT THEM TO OPERATE IN BHUTAN. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL VISITED BHUTAN IN 1992 TO INVESTIGATE AND
REPORT ON THE ALLEGED ABUSE OF ETHNIC NEPALESE. IT HAS NOT BEEN PERMITTED TO RETURN IN THE YEARS SINCE.

ICRC REPRESENTATIVES CONTINUE THEIR PERIODIC PRISON VISITS, AND THE GOVERNMENT HAS ALLOWED THEM ACCESS TO DETENTION FACILITIES, INCLUDING THOSE IN SOUTHERN DISTRICTS INHABITED BY ETHNIC NEPALESE. THE CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION WORKING GROUP ON ARBITRARY DETENTION MADE A SECOND VISIT TO BHUTAN IN MAY AS A FOLLOW-UP TO AN OCTOBER 1994 VISIT. IN ADDITION TO MEETINGS WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, MEMBERS OF THE WORKING GROUP VISITED PRISONS AND INTERVIEWED PRISONERS IN THIMPHU, PHUNTSOLING, AND SAMTSE.

SECTION 5. DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, SEX, RELIGION, DISABILITY, LANGUAGE, OR SOCIAL STATUS

ONGOING GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO CULTIVATE A NATIONAL IDENTITY ROOTED IN THE LANGUAGE, RELIGION, AND CULTURE OF THE DRUKPA ETHNIC GROUP CONSTRAIN CULTURAL EXPRESSION BY OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS. IN THE 1980'S AND EARLY 1990'S, CONCERN OVER RAPID POPULATION GROWTH AND POLITICAL AGITATION BY ETHNIC NEPALESE RESULTED IN POLICIES AND ABUSIVE PRACTICES THAT LED TO THE DEPARTURE OF TENS OF THOUSANDS OF MEMBERS OF THIS GROUP, MANY FORCIBLY EXPelled.

THE GOVERNMENT CLAIMS THAT ETHNIC AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT IS NOT A PROBLEM. IT CLAIMS THAT ETHNIC NEPALESE FILL 28 PERCENT OF GOVERNMENT JOBS, WHICH SLIGHTLY EXCEEDS THEIR SHARE OF THE CURRENT TOTAL POPULATION. WOMEN ARE ACCORDER RESPECT IN THE TRADITIONS OF MOST ETHNIC GROUPS; HOWEVER, PERSISTENCE OF TRADITIONAL GENDER ROLES APPARENTLY ACCOUNTS FOR THE LOW PROPORTION OF WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT. EXILE GROUPS CLAIM THAT ETHNIC AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION IS A PROBLEM.

WOMEN

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF EXTENSIVE RAPE OR SPOUSAL ABUSE. KUENSEL REPORTED THAT CHARGES OF RAPE OR ATTEMPTED RAPE WERE BROUGHT IN SEVERAL CASES. HOWEVER, CONVICTIONS AND SENTENCES WERE NOT REPORTED.
THERE ARE CREDIBLE REPORTS BY REFUGEES AND HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS THAT SECURITY FORCES RAPED LARGE NUMBERS OF ETHNIC NEPALESE WOMEN IN SOUTHERN BHUTAN IN 1991 AND 1992. ACCORDING TO AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, SOME WOMEN WERE SAID TO HAVE DIED AS A RESULT. IN ONE INDEPENDENT SURVEY OF 1,779 REFUGEE FAMILIES, 26 PERCENT OF THE RESPONDENTS CITED RAPE, FEAR OF RAPE, OR THREAT OF RAPE AS A PRIME REASON FOR THEIR DEPARTURE FROM BHUTAN. THE GOVERNMENT HAS DENIED THESE REPORTS.

RAPE WAS MADE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE IN 1953, BUT THAT LAW HAD WEAK PENALTIES AND WAS POORLY ENFORCED. IN 1993 THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ADOPTED A REVISED RAPE ACT WITH CLEAR DEFINITIONS OF CRIMINAL SEXUAL ASSAULT AND STRONGER PENALTIES. IN CASES OF RAPE INVOLVING MINORS, SENTENCES RANGE FROM 5 TO 10 YEARS. IN EXTREME CASES, A RAPIST MAY BE IMPRISONED FOR LIFE.

WOMEN COMPRISE 48 PERCENT OF THE POPULATION AND PARTICIPATE FREELY IN THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE COUNTRY. FORTY-THREE PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT IN SCHOOL IS FEMALE, AND WOMEN ACCOUNT FOR 16 PERCENT OF CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYMENT. INHERITANCE LAW PROVIDES FOR EQUAL INHERITANCE AMONG ALL SONS AND DAUGHTERS, BUT TRADITIONAL INHERITANCE PRACTICES, WHICH VARY AMONG ETHNIC GROUPS, MAY BE OBSERVED IF THE HEIRS CHOOSE TO FOREGO LEGAL CHALLENGES. DOWRY IS NOT PRACTICED EVEN AMONG ETHNIC NEPALESE HINDUS. INHERITANCE PRACTICES FAVORING DAUGHTERS AMONG SOME GROUPS ARE SAID TO ACCOUNT FOR LARGE NUMBERS OF WOMEN AMONG OWNERS OF SHOPS AND BUSINESSES AND AN ACCOMPANYING TENDENCY OF WOMEN TO DROP OUT OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO GO INTO BUSINESS. ON THE OTHER HAND, FEMALE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT HAS BEEN GROWING IN RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT POLICIES. WOMEN ARE INCREASINGLY FOUND AMONG SENIOR OFFICIALS AND PRIVATE SECTOR ENTREPRENEURS, ESPECIALLY IN THE TOURISM INDUSTRY. WOMEN IN UNSKilled JOBS ARE GENERALLY PAID SLIGHTLY LESS THAN MEN.

POLYGyny IS SANCTIONED PROVIDED THE FIRST WIFE GIVES HER PERMISSION. MARRIAGES MAY BE ARRANGED BY PARTNERS THEMSELVES AS WELL AS BY THEIR PARENTS. DIVORCE IS COMMON. RECENT LEGISLATION REQUIRES THAT ALL MARRIAGES MUST BE REGISTERED AND FAVORS WOMEN IN MATTERS OF ALIMONY.
CHILDREN

THE GOVERNMENT HAS DEMONSTRATED ITS COMMITMENT TO CHILD WELFARE BY ITS RAPID EXPANSION OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS, HEALTH-CARE FACILITIES, AND IMMUNIZATION PROGRAMS. THE MORTALITY RATES FOR BOTH INFANTS AND CHILDREN UNDER 5-YEARS HAVE DROPPED DRAMATICALLY SINCE 1989, AND PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT HAS INCREASED AT 9 PERCENT A YEAR SINCE 1991, WITH ENROLLMENT OF GIRLS INCREASING AT A YET HIGHER RATE. IN 1995 THE PARTICIPATION RATE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS WAS ESTIMATED AT -2 PERCENT, WITH THE RATE OF COMPLETION OF 5 YEARS OF SCHOOLING AT 60 PERCENT FOR GIRLS AND 59 PERCENT FOR BOYS. CHILDREN ENJOY A PRIVILEGED POSITION IN SOCIETY AND BENEFIT FROM INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOCUSED ON MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE.

A STUDY BY UNICEF FOUND THAT BOYS AND GIRLS RECEIVE EQUAL TREATMENT REGARDING NUTRITION AND HEALTH CARE AND THAT THERE IS LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN CHILD MORTALITY RATES BETWEEN THE SEXES. GOVERNMENT POLICIES AIMED AT INCREASING ENROLLMENT OF GIRLS HAVE INCREASED THE PROPORTION OF GIRLS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS FROM 39 PERCENT IN 1990 TO 43 PERCENT IN 1995.

THERE IS NO SOCIETAL PATTERN OF ABUSE AGAINST CHILDREN.

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF OFFICIAL DISCRIMINATION TOWARD PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES BUT THE GOVERNMENT HAS NOT PASSED LEGISLATION MANDATING ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE DISABLED.

NATIONAL/RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES

ETHNIC NEPALESE HAVE LIVED IN SOUTHERN BHUTAN FOR CENTURIES, AND THE EARLY PHASES OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY BROUGHT A LARGE INFLUX OF ADDITIONAL ETHNIC NEPALESE. IN THE LATE 1980'S, CONCERN OVER THE INCREASE OF POPULATION AND POLITICAL AGITATION AMONG ETHNIC NEPALESE PROMPTED AGGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO ASSERT A NATIONAL CULTURE, TIGHTEN CONTROL OVER SOUTHERN REGIONS, CONTROL ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION, EXPEL ETHNIC NEPALESE, AND PROMOTE NATIONAL INTEGRATION. EARLY EFFORTS AT NATIONAL INTEGRATION FOCUSED ON ASSIMILATION, INCLUDING FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR
INTERMARRIAGE, EDUCATION FOR SOME STUDENTS IN REGIONS OTHER THAN THEIR OWN, AND AN INCREASE IN DEVELOPMENT FUNDS IN THE SOUTH.

BEGINNING IN 1989, MORE DISCRIMINATORY MEASURES WERE INTRODUCED, AIMED AT SHAPING A NEW NATIONAL IDENTITY, KNOWN AS DRUKPA, BASED ON THE CUSTOMS OF THE NON-NEPALESE NGALONG ETHNIC GROUP PREDOMINANT IN CENTRAL BHUTAN. MEASURES INCLUDED A REQUIREMENT THAT NATIONAL DRESS BE WORN FOR OFFICIAL OCCASIONS AND AS A SCHOOL UNIFORM, THE TEACHING OF DZONGKHA AS A SECOND LANGUAGE IN ALL SCHOOLS, AND AN END TO INSTRUCTION IN NEPALI AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ENGLISH IS THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION IN ALL SCHOOLS). ALSO, BEGINNING IN 1988, THE GOVERNMENT REFUSED TO RENEW THE CONTRACTS OF TENS OF THOUSANDS OF NEPALESE GUEST WORKERS. MANY OF THESE WORKERS HAD RESIDED IN BHUTAN FOR YEARS, IN SOME CASES WITH THEIR FAMILIES.


THE 1985 CITIZENSHIP ACT ALSO STIPULATES THE REVOCATION OF CITIZENSHIP OF ANY NATURALIZED CITIZEN WHO "HAS SHOWN BY ACT OR SPEECH TO BE DISLOYAL IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER TO THE KING, COUNTRY, AND PEOPLE OF BHUTAN." THE HOME MINISTRY, IN A CIRCULAR NOTIFICATION IN 1990, ADVISED THAT MANY BHUTANESE NATIONALS LEAVING THE COUNTRY TO ASSIST AND HELP THE ANTI-NATIONALS SHALL NO LONGER BE CONSIDERED AS BHUTANESE CITIZENS. SUCH PEOPLE'S FAMILY MEMBERS LIVING IN THE SAME
HOUSEHOLD WILL ALSO BE HELD FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND FORFEIT THEIR CITIZENSHIP. HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS ALLEGE THAT THESE PROVISIONS WERE WIDELY USED TO REVOKE THE CITIZENSHIP OF ETHNIC NEPALESE WHO WERE SUBSEQUENTLY EXPELLED OR OTHERWISE DEPARTED FROM BHUTAN. BEGINNING IN 1988, THE GOVERNMENT EXPELLED NUMBERS OF ETHNIC NEPALESE THROUGH ENFORCEMENT OF THE CITIZENSHIP LAWS.


BEGINNING IN 1991, ETHNIC NEPALESE BEGAN TO LEAVE SOUTHERN BHUTAN IN LARGE NUMBERS AND TAKE REFUGE IN NEPAL. MANY WERE FORCIBLY EXPelled. ACCORDING TO AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, ENTIRE VILLAGES WERE SOMETIMES EVICTED EN MASSE IN RETALIATION FOR AN ATTACK ON A LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL. MANY ETHNIC NEPALESE WERE FORCED TO SIGN "VOLUNTARY" MIGRATION FORMS WHEREIN THEY AGREED TO LEAVE BHUTAN, AFTER LOCAL OFFICIALS THREATENED TO FINE OR IMPRISON THEM FOR FAILING TO COMPLY. BY AUGUST 1991, ACCORDING TO NGO REPORTS, 2,500 REFUGEES WERE ALREADY CAMPED ILLEGALLY IN NEPAL, WITH A STEADY STREAM STILL COMING FROM BHUTAN. THE UNHCR BEGAN PROVIDING FOOD AND SHELTER IN SEPTEMBER OF THAT YEAR, AND BY YEAR'S END, THERE WERE 6,000 REFUGEES IN NEPAL. THE NUMBER OF REGISTERED REFUGEES GREW TO APPROXIMATELY
62,000 by August 1992, and to approximately 80,000 by June 1993, when the UNHCR began individual screening of refugees. The flow slowed considerably thereafter and is now less than a dozen persons a month. At the close of 1996, there were approximately 91,000 refugees registered in camps in Nepal, with much of the increase since 1993 the result of natural increase. An additional 15,000 refugees, according to UNHCR estimates, are living outside the camps in Nepal and India.

Ethnic Nepalese political groups in exile complain that the revision of Bhutan's citizenship laws in 1985 denaturalized tens of thousands of former residents of Bhutan. They also complain that the new laws have been selectively applied and make unfair demands for documentation on a largely illiterate people in a country that has only recently adopted basic administrative procedures. They claim that many ethnic Nepalese whose families have been in Bhutan for generations were expelled in the early 1990's because they were unable to document their claims to residence. The government denies this and asserts that a three-member village committee--typically ethnic Nepalese in southern Bhutan--certifies in writing that a resident is a Bhutanese citizen in cases where documents cannot be produced.

The government maintains that many of those who departed Bhutan in 1991-92 were Nepalese or Indian citizens who came to Bhutan after the enactment of the 1958 citizenship law but were not detected until a census in 1988. The government also claims that many persons registered in the camps as refugees may never have resided in Bhutan. A royal decree in 1991 made forcible expulsion of a citizen a criminal offense. In a January 1992 edict, the king noted reports that officials had been forcing Bhutanese nationals to leave the country but stressed that this was a serious and punishable violation of law. Nevertheless, only three officials were ever punished for abusing their authority during this period. According to the UNHCR, the overwhelming majority of refugees who have entered the camps since screening began in June 1993 have documentary proof of Bhutanese nationality. Random checks and surveys of camp residents--including both pre- and post-June 1993 arrival--bear this out.
A NEPAL-BHUTAN MINISTERIAL COMMITTEE MET SEVEN TIMES IN 1994-96 IN EFFORTS TO RESOLVE THE BHUTANESE REFUGEE PROBLEM. THESE DISCUSSIONS HAVE MADE LITTLE PROGRESS. AT THE END OF THE YEAR, NO DATE HAS BEEN SET FOR ANOTHER ROUND OF TALKS. IN MARCH REFUGEES BEGAN A SERIES OF "PEACE MARCHES" FROM NEPAL TO BHUTAN TO ASSERT THEIR RIGHT TO RETURN TO BHUTAN. MARCHERS WHO CROSSED INTO BHUTAN IN AUGUST, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER WERE IMMEDIATELY DETAINED AND DEPORTED BY BHUTANESE POLICE. IN THE DECEMBER INCIDENT, POLICE REPORTEDLY USED FORCE AGAINST THE MARCHERS.

SECTION 6. WORKER RIGHTS

A. THE RIGHT OF ASSOCIATION

TRADE UNIONISM IS NOT PERMITTED, AND THERE ARE NO LABOR UNIONS. WORKERS DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO STRIKE, AND THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT A MEMBER OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION.

B. THE RIGHT TO ORGANIZE AND BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY

THERE IS NO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN INDUSTRY, WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR ABOUT 25 PERCENT OF THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, BUT IT EMPLOYS ONLY A MINUTE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL WORK FORCE. THE GOVERNMENT AFFECTS WAGES IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR THROUGH ITS CONTROL OVER WAGES IN STATE-OWNED INDUSTRIES.

THERE ARE NO EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES.

C. PROHIBITION OF FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOR

THE GOVERNMENT ABOLISHED ITS SYSTEM OF COMPULSORY LABOR TAXES IN DECEMBER 1995. LABORERS IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES PREVIOUSLY PAID THROUGH THIS SYSTEM WILL NOW BE PAID REGULAR WAGES. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THAT DOMESTICS OR CHILDREN ARE SUBJECT TO COERCED OR BONDED LABOR.

D. MINIMUM AGE FOR EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN

THE LAW SET THE MINIMUM AGE FOR EMPLOYMENT AT 18 YEARS FOR
CITIZENS AND 20 YEARS FOR NONCITIZENS. A UNICEF STUDY
SUGGESTED THAT CHILDREN AS YOUNG AS 11 YEARS ARE SOMETIME
EMPLOYED WITH ROAD-BUILDING TEAMS.

E. ACCEPTABLE CONDITIONS OF WORK

A CIRCULAR EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 1, 1994, ESTABLISHED WAGE
RATES, RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR LABOR RECRUITING AGENCIES
AND REGULATIONS FOR PAYMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION. WAGE
RATES ARE PERIODICALLY REVISED, AND RANGE UPWARD FROM A
MINIMUM OF ROUGHLY -1.50 (50 NGULTRUMS) PER DAY FOR
UNSKILLED AND SKILLED LABORERS, WITH VARIOUS ALLOWANCES PAID
IN CASH OR KIND IN ADDITION. THIS MINIMUM WAGE DOES PROVIDE
A DECENT STANDARD OF LIVING FOR A WORKER AND FAMILY IN THE
LOCAL CONTEXT. THE WORKDAY IS DEFINED AS 8 HOURS WITH A 1
HOUR LUNCH BREAK. WORK IN EXCESS OF THIS MUST BE PAID AT
ONE AND A HALF TIMES NORMAL RATES. WORKERS PAID ON A
MONTHLY BASIS ARE ENTITLED TO 1 DAY' S PAID LEAVE FOR 6 DAYS
OF WORK AND 15 DAYS OF LEAVE ANNUALLY. THE LARGEST SALARIED
WORK FORCE IS THE GOVERNMENT SERVICE, WHICH HAS AN
ADMINISTERED WAGE STRUCTURE LAST REVISED IN 1988 BUT
SUPPLEMENTED BY SPECIAL ALLOWANCES AND INCREASES SINCE THEN,
INCLUDING A 25 PERCENT INCREASE ON JULY 1. ONLY ABOUT 30
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS EMPLOY MORE THAN 50 WORKERS. SMALLER
INDUSTRIAL UNITS INCLUDE 69 PLANTS OF MEDIUM SIZE, 197 SMALL
UNITS, 692 "MINI" UNITS, AND 651 COTTAGE INDUSTRY UNITS.
BHUTAN'S RUGGED GEOGRAPHY AND LAND LAWS THAT PROHIBIT A
FARMER FROM SELLING HIS LAST FIVE ACRES RESULT IN A
PREDOMINANTLY SELF-EMPLOYED AGRICULTURAL WORK FORCE.
EXISTING LABOR REGULATIONS DO NOT GRANT WORKERS THE RIGHT TO
REMOVE THEMSELVES FROM WORK SITUATIONS WHICH ENDANGER HEALTH
AND SAFETY WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING THEIR CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT.